Coach Hawley pronounced the range can catch the ball.\n\nFred Wayne, Carl Keith Hamill, liberal arts editor.\nLoren Schiff, soccer declarer.\nMiss Marguerite Brueckner, Mary Kinnavey, Judson, fraternities.\n\nMr. D. A. Good Work.\n\nMiss Wardell suggests that Miss Labadie's demonstration will be an asset to the home economics students.\n\nThe records to which she referred are published in the home economics official.\n\nMiss Wardell was back at center in place. The home economists are expected to see the demonstration in its entirety.\n\nThe addresses and discussions will all be on the floor. Miss Wardell, in the evening, will give an address on the possible application of the various phases of Iowa City work, and in the address, the possible application of the new, and the present, and the students, a program consisting of a round table of discussion, will be addressed by Miss Alfalva, and the voice by Mrs. Biddle will be given. Groves and redwood will fill out the program.

The students' programs will be made up of the following speeches: first, by Dr. George H. Wilson, of the university, at the home of Rev. Townsman. second, by William Britten, of Western Reserve college, at the home of Miss Labadie. third, by Leland Ackley, William Wyland, omega by Harold Ackley, William Wyland, omega by Harold Ackley, William Wyland, omega by Harold Ackley, William Wyland, omega by Harold Ackley.

The program will begin immediately after the mass meeting.

Canes Made Impression
Color Redskins Paper Boys Bell
Credit Spent on Officers
and Men

University students who went to Cedar Rapids Tuesday to give exhibition drills to the military branch, made a very favorable impression. In spite of the weather, the young men of the college fared well in the drill exercises.\n
The course will begin on Tuesday, Dec. 19, and will continue with a lecture on each afternoon.\n
Northwestern Reserve Seats

You Can Still Buy a Year Ticket

Varsity Much Better Practice Even Looks Good to Coach Hawley

Scores based on Freedman by today New Plays Which Succeeded on May 30.
Displaying marked improvement over their previous form, the varsity showed the freshman team in a standstill in the 오늘ограмm work-out yesterday afternoon. The outlanders were using Northwestern formations, but Hawley's men succeeded in breaking up the Purdue plays without trouble. The freshman backs did not gain more than three yards at any one time during the whole practice.

The victory of the year did succeed in coming on the varsity, however, but the touchdown was finished and returned by four straight rushes stopped on the regulars for ten yards. The varsity lost fifty yards in the first half.

Score by Penalties.

Shorter after the freshmen regained their previous superiority of the practice, and the freshmen then went away.

The coach then excused them for the day and sent the second string off to the freshmen.

Practice the afternoon will be the last but one after the Northwestern clash. Friday the men will be brought to the county where they will be through a light and the first and less.

Line-up shifted.

Coach Hawley after his slight illness in a slight degree yesterday. Wyland was back at center in place of Holton, who was temporarily required by the second squad, was sent down because of the absence of Wilson, who was absent because of the small number of the players. Hawley said, however, that he was likely to be present for the last few meetings.
The university under apparently demonstrates at Cedar Rapids that their discipline and skill is far as good as that of the national guard troops.

These success indicates how valuable a system of compulsory military training in the secondary schools might be. The latest war no good reason why high school boys might not be taught to handle the rifle and to execute military movements. At their age the importance of military discipline could be indelibly imprinted upon them.

To the government such a plan might prove tremendously valuable in time of war, and with a sufficient knowledge of the rudiments of warfare that they could be quick developed into trained troops.

To the men themselves the preparation would be worth while for the habits of quick action, precision, and obedience to superiors that it would develop when the character is forming.

The training would be incidental to regular study. Suggested in said way, it would be simple putting definite purpose to the play of young boys. It would relieve them of the responsibility of going later any great portion of their time to preparations for military service.

Really, high school training might give the university a chance to fill a great need in the American military organization. Teaching the boys who had already received the rudimentary military work, the university would be able to teach them the system of an officer ought to know. It would be glad to do it, build up, under such a system, an adequate reserve of young men competent to take command of the smaller units of a voluntary army.
Not to the Player who makes the best play, but—

To His Best Girl

(To be selected by the Iowan)

We will give a

“LOVE ME”

New Sport Scarf

The Store That Sells Wooltex Suits and Coats

And Here Comes

FRED RACINE

The runs two of Iowa City’s Best Equipped, best stocked

Cigar Stores

Fred Racine will give

A Columbia Pipe

and

A Jar of

Tuxedo Tobacco

to the

Iowa Player making the

BEST PLAY

In Saturday’s Game

“Nothing he wants at my

Shop,” says

LEE WHITAKER

“Just so he makes the best

Play”.

Whitaker’s Barber Shop

on Clinton Street

Offers anything from an

Electric Massage

to a

Shoe Shine

or

Everything in Between

“Jack” at the Colonial

Barber Shop

Will Give a

FREE Hair Cut, Shave, Shampoo and Tonic

to the Iowa Man making the 

Best Play

Saturday

VARSITY DANCE, COMPANY “A” ARMY

Saturday, October 16

MAHANNA &

OGLE

4-Piece ORCHESTRA

Dancing School

Company “A”

Armory

230 to 5:00

Saturday Afternoon

Yewo mow, a74 8240, 1 8 1124 1141

BUCK HANLON

THIRD ROW

and the

GARDEN THEATRE

Make the BEST PLAY in

Saturday’s game and you can come to my house for a week FREE

Just put the Knot to Northwestern

Gridiron Gossip

Garratson made the first touchdown

Davis made last week’s BEST PLAY

Who’ll make the BEST PLAY against Northwestern Saturday?

YOUR PHOTOGRAPH FREE, OLD TOP!

IF YOU DO THE TRICK

Let’s Put the Knot to Northwestern

We play Right down to the Line

Newberg’s Studio

SEE OUR

NEWEST AND LATEST MOUNTINGS

No. 128 South Clinton Street
At Bloom-Mayer’s

TO-DAY

A Six Reel Thrill—Entitled: “STUB” BARRON

“Stub” Barron, a healthy lad, came down to Iowa from Carrollton,

Texas. This is a picture of our hero when he arrived in Iowa City, Iowa.

Film Clipped by Censors

Inspired by the desire for promotion for Stubs" and the routine of
the football team.

At Bloom-Mayer’s

TO-DAY

Don’t Miss It

This Way $18 to $27.50

YOUR PICTURE IS A MASTERPIECE WITH OUR WORKMANSHIP

NEWBERG’S STUDIOS

NEWBERG’S STUDIOS

EQUITY

MOVIE PICTURES CORPORATION PRESENTS

THE MOST BELIEVED OF AMERICAN DRAMATIC ACTORS

THOMAS A. WISE

IN PAUL ARMSTRONG’S ROMANTIC TALE OF THE RACE TRACK

BLUE GRASS

AT AMERICAN THEATRE

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

See show times daily

$16.50 Suits

There are no better values to be had than Hart Schaffner and Marx clothes at any price. They are sold in most towns from $20.00 up. We sell them from $16.50 and as much more as you want to pay. In making this low price the quality remains the same, the price only is lowered.

If you’ve been spending fifteen dollars for your clothes add $1.50 and buy a real suit that carries with it our famous guarantee.

The next time you need a suit head for

COASTS’